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Buggle-up Outdoor

Rest up without having to worry about the weather with this UV, dirt and water-repellent relax chair.  

The Buggle-Up is the perfect lounger for your garden. The Buggle-up is based upon Fatboy’s Original,  

to be changed in a two-seater in just a snap. By simply clicking its belts you adjust the seating comfort 

for one into one for two. Isn’t it much more fun to share a multifunctional beanbag? With the Buggle-up 

you easily create your perfect lounge spot. Indoor, in the garden or patio. The Buggle-up Outdoor is made 

from Sunbrella fabric, a high-quality UV- and colourfade resistant fabric, can take a punch or two and  

is the ideal relax seat for around the house. Fatboy is always looking for improvements, innovations  

and new applications for its Buggle-up Outdoor combines comfort for two with great permanence, 

making it possible to enjoy it for many years. Fatboy uses specially developed fabrics to make  

the Buggle-up Outdoor extra strong and durable for all your outdoor activities.

Versatile Outdoor Beanbag

55 in x 75 in

The Story

Its ingenious design means it 

is both a perfect leisure chair 

for one or an intimate snuggle  

sofa for two – you can  

switch effortlessly  

between the two.



Material
100% Acrylic Sunbrella Fabric

Filling
EPS

Coating
Water and dirt repelent

Weight
16.5 lbs / 7.9 kg

Dimensions (lxl)
55 in x 75 in

Dimensions Packaging (lxlxh)
23.6 in x 23.6 in x 43.3 in

Weight Packaging
22 lbs / 10 kg

User Recommendations
Treat the Buggle-Up like a regular garden cushion  
and store it indoor when it rains

Intensive use may cause the filling to shrink after a time

With the full, half or quarter refill option you can completely  
fill your bag from scratch

Washing Instructions 
Wash outer bag at 104°F and iron outer bag to activate the water- 
repellent coating 
Wash inside out

Features
UV-resistant
Water resistant
Stain resistant
Effortless adjustment from
single to double lounge seating
Indoor & Outdoor

Technical Specifications

Colors

For more information, email your request to info@nulinedistribution.com

charcoal grey red

mineral blue sandy taupe


